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STD [standalone] 

recommended to be used 
on no more than two lines at 
the same time; it can select 
one product out of two, 
using anyway just one of 
them for both lines. It allows 
self-management, through 
its local HMI 

  

SLV [slave] 

recommended to be used in 
association with our 
Transmatic treatment 
system. This version 
optimizes its functions in 
order to be cheaper. Its use 
is foreseen on one line and 
one product only. The HMI 
management is made from 
the touch-screen module of 
the treatment bridge 
directly. 

VOLUMIX® SERIES 
MODELS : STD1P/STD2P/SLV1P

Features 
Volumix ® is a mixing system using volumetric dosage system; it realizes the solution in real time 
without accumulation, thus not allowing any development of seaweed, mushrooms or any decay of the 
mixture; this characteristic makes it perfect in case of need to reach and keep HACCP standard on one 
or more production lines. All particulars are conceived to prevent any malfunctioning and to limitate the 
ordinary maintenance as much as possible. In its STDXP version this mixer has got a touch screen 
display allowing the management of the status of the machine, the planning of the required mixing rate 
and the alarms management too. Its characteristics of precision and the range it is planned for, make it 
perfect to be of service for 1 to 2 production lines. In its STD2P version two different types of product 
are managed and the machine provides automatically to wash the pipes before changing treatment.
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Accessories 
Air condizioning 

unit 

it keeps the temperature of the 
electrical cabinet within 45°C in 
order to avoid any damage to 
the electronic control unit 

Remote control 

it allows to manage the state of 
the machine from a control 
room by a PC or an additional 
remote screen
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“Water pump”“Oil pump” “Mixing tank”

Tecnical specification

Rated power 500W

Power supply 240Vac

Compress Air 6 bar

Maximum flow 60 lt/hr

Mixing accuracy 1%

Field of application Glassworks (cold end)
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